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Ž .In this paper we consider the existence of locally compact maybe unbounded
attractors for abstract dynamical systems. We study the case in which the trajecto-
ries are bounded but the semigroup is not dissipative; i.e., there is not a bounded
set which attracts each point of the phase space. Then we apply the obtained
results to differential inclusions and reaction]diffusions equations. Q 1999 Aca-
demic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall consider the existence of global locally compact
attractors for abstract dynamical systems. Let us recall first the theory of
existence of compact attractors.
Ž .Let X be a complete metric space with the metric denoted by r ?, ? ,
w .G be a nontrivial subgroup of the additive group R, G s G l 0, ‘ , andq
V: G = X “ X be a map satisfying the propertiesq
V t , V t , x s V t q t , x , ; t , t g G , ; x g X ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 q
V 0, ? s I ,Ž .
where I denotes the identity map. The map V is called a semigroup of
Ž .operators. It is supposed that V t, ? : X “ X is continuous for each
Ž .t g G . B X denotes the set of all nonempty bounded subsets of X andq
qŽ . Ž . Ž .g B s D V t, B , B g B X .t t Gt
Ž .  Ž .4Denote d B, A s sup inf r x, y . We shall say that the set Ax g B y g A
Ž . Ž Ž . .attracts B g B X if d V t, B , A “ 0. The closed set R is called at “‘
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Ž .global attractor of V if it attracts any B g B X . The global attractor R
is minimal if for any other global attractor A, we have R ; A.
DEFINITION 1. The semigroup V is called pointwise dissipative if there
exists a bounded set B which attracts every x g X.1
DEFINITION 2. The semigroup V is called asymptotically compact if for
Ž . qŽ . Ž . Ž .any B g B X for which g B g B X for some T s T B g G , everyT q
 Ž .4sequence of the kind V t , x , t g G , t p ‘, x g B, is relativelyk k k q k k
compact.
Remark 1. The semigroup V is asymptotically compact if for some
 4 Ž . Žt g G _ 0 the operator V t, ? is compact i.e., it maps bounded sets intoq
.precompact ones .
Ž . qŽ . Ž .It is well known that if for any B g B X , g B g B X , for someT
Ž .T B , and V is asymptotically compact and pointwise dissipative, then V
Ž w x.has the minimal global compact attractor R see 5, 8 . Moreover, it is
Ž Ž . .invariant i.e., V t, R s R , ; t g G . These conditions imply obviouslyq
that the trajectories are bounded. If unbounded trajectories exist, then the
first two conditions are not satisfied. The existence of unbounded attrac-
w xtors in the last case has been considered in 3 .
Another case appears when the trajectories are bounded but the semi-
group is not pointwise dissipative.
Ž .DEFINITION 3. We shall say that the map x ‹ V t, x is continuous
uniformly with respect to the parameter t g G if for any e ) 0 andq
x g X there exists d ) 0, which does not depend on t g G , such thatq
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .r V t, y , V t, x - e , ; t g G , as soon as r y, x - d .q
Ž . qŽ . Ž . Ž .We prove that if for any B g B X , g B g B X , for some T B , VT
Ž .is asymptotically compact and the map x ‹ V t, x is continuous uni-
formly with respect to t g G , then V has the minimal global locallyq
compact attractor R. We also obtain an example of a semigroup for which
the first two conditions are satisfied but the minimal global attractor is not
locally compact. Hence, these conditions are not sufficient to obtain a
locally compact global attractor. This example shows that the hypothesis
w xstated in Theorem 1.1 of 6 is not true. It would be interesting to obtain
Ž .another less restrictive condition providing the existence of locally com-
pact attractors.
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In the final section we applied the abstract results to the boundary value
problem
du
y Du q f u 2 0, on 0, ‘ = V ,Ž . Ž .
dt
<u s 0,› V
<u s u ,ts0 0
Ž . Rwhere f : D f ; R “ 2 is a multivalued map.
2. LOCALLY COMPACT ATTRACTORS FOR
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
Ž .We shall say that a closed set A is pseudo-invariant if V t, A ; A,
; t g G , and there exists an invariant subset F ; A which is dense in A.q
Ž .  Ž . 4Let O B s y g X ‹ d y, B - e be an e-neighborhood of B. We recalle
qŽ .that v B s F g B is called the v-limit set of B.Ž .t G 0 t
THEOREM 1. Let the semigroup V satisfy the following conditions:
1. V is asymptotically compact;
Ž . qŽ . Ž . Ž .2. ;B g B X , g B g B X for some T s T B .T
Then the set R s D v B is the minimal global attractor of theŽ .B g BŽ X .
Ž .semigroup V. R is pseudo-in¤ariant. Moreo¤er, if the map x ‹ V t, x is
continuous uniformly with respect to t g G , then R is locally compact.q
Ž . Ž .Proof. For every B g B X the v-limit set v B is nonempty, com-
pact, and invariant, and attracts B. It is the minimal closed set which
Ž w x.attracts B see 8 . Let us define the sets
F s v B , R s F .Ž .D
Ž .BgB X
It is evident that R is a global attractor of V. We have to prove first
that it is a pseudo-invariant set. The set F is invariant because it is the
union of invariant sets and it is obviously dense in R. Moreover, thanks to
Ž .the continuity of V with respect to the second argument we have V t, R
; R , for any t g G . The minimality of R follows from the fact that forq
Ž . Ž .any global attractor A, v B ; A for every B g B X . This fact follows
Ž .from the invariance of each v B .
Ž .We have to show that R is locally compact if x ‹ V t, x is continuous
uniformly with respect to t g G . We shall consider in R the topologyq
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R Ž .induced by the topology of X. For A ; R , e ) 0, let us denote O A se
R Ž . 4 Ž .  Ž . 4y g R ‹ d y, A - e , O A s y g R ‹ d y, A F e . Let x g R be ar-e
R Ž .bitrary and B s O x . The set B is open in R and bounded. Let usd
Ž .suppose that B is not precompact. From the compactness of v B we
R Ž Ž ..deduce that there exists e ) 0 such that G s B _ O v B is nonempty.e
R Ž .It is evident that there exists some open set G ; G such that O G ; G,1 g 1
for some g ) 0. Since G is open in R and G ; R , we have G l F / B.1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Then there exists v B9 ; R such that G l v B9 / B. Our aim is to1
Ž Ž ..prove that for sufficiently large t g G , V t, v9 B9 l G s B. Becauseq 1
Ž .v B9 is invariant, we shall obtain in such a way a contradiction.
 Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Let us denote L s x g v B9 ‹ ’ t x G 0, V t, x g G . By using that1
Ž .x ‹ V t, x is continuous uniformly with respect to t g G , it is easy toq
Ž . Ž .check that for any x g L there exists some t x , for which V t, x g
gR Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .O G . Indeed, let d ) 0 be such that r V t, y , V t, x - , if r y, xg r2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .- d . Then t x s t y , where y g L, r y, x - d . Since the operator
Ž . Ž . Ž .V t, ? is continuous, we can find an open neighborhood O x in R of
RŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .each x g L, such that V t x , O x ; O G ; G. Because v B9 isg 1
Ž .compact and L ; v B9 , it is possible to choose from this cover a finite
n R Ž .4 Ž Ž ..subcover O x . On the other hand, since G l O v B s B andk ks1 e
Ž . Ž .v B attracts G ; B, there exists T ) 0 such that V t, G l G s B,1
Ž Ž .. Ž .; t ) T , t g G . Therefore, V t, O x l G s B, ; t ) t x q T , k s1 q k k 1
1, . . . , n.
 Ž .4nDenote T s max t x . It is clear from the previous arguments that2 k ks1
Ž .for any t ) T s T q T , V t, L l G s B. From the definition of the set1 2
Ž . Ž .L it follows that V t, x l G s B, ; x g v B9 _ L, ; t g G . Hence, for1 q
Ž Ž ..t ) T q T , V t, v B9 l G s B, as required.1 2 1
The resulting contradiction proves that B is precompact in R. Hence,
for any x g R we can find a compact neighborhood in R. Then R is
locally compact.
COROLLARY 1. In Theorem 1, let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach
space. Then since R is locally compact, the inclusion R ; X is strict. This
w xresult was pro¤ed in 9 .
Remark 2. The attractor of a semigroup V is unbounded when the set
of stationary points Z is unbounded.
It is easy to prove that if conditions 1 and 2 in Theorem 1 are satisfied
Ž .and the set F s D v B is bounded, then F is compact. It followsB g BŽ X .
that if the attractor is not compact it must be unbounded. We have shown
that in this case the global attractor is locally compact assuming V to be
continuous with respect to the second argument uniformly in t g G . Weq
shall show that there exists a semigroup V satisfying conditions 1 and 2 for
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which F is not locally compact. Hence, the hypothesis stated in Theorem
w x1.1 of 6 is not true.
 Ž .Let us consider the space l s a s a , a , . . . , a , . . . ‹ a g R, i g N,2 1 2 n i
‘ < < 2 4Ý a - ‘ . Define the functions g : R “ R, i s 1, 2, . . . ,is1 i i
x 2 y ix , if x F i ,g x sŽ .i ½ 2yx q ix , if x G i .
Consider the following system of differential equations:
da tŽ .1 s g a t ,Ž .Ž .1 1dt
...
da tŽ . 1Ž .i s g a t ,Ž .Ž .i idt
...
0a 0 s a g l .Ž . 2
Ž . Ž 0 . Ž Ž .We define the semigroup V t, ? : l “ l , V t, a s a t ,2 2 1
Ž . Ž . . Ž .a t , . . . , a t , . . . . Solving the system 1 , we get2 n
¡ 0iai 0, if a F i ,i0 0 i ta q i y a eŽ .i i~a t s 2Ž . Ž .i 0iai 0, if a G i .i0 0 yi t¢a q i y a eŽ .i i
It is easy to prove that conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 1 are satisfied.
Indeed, let us take an arbitrary bounded set B. Since the functions
< Ž . < 5 Ž .5 5 5a t are nonincreasing, V t, a F a , ; t G 0, ;a g B. Therefore,l li 2 2
qŽ . Ž .g B g B X . On the other hand, there exists a constant R ) 0 such0
< <that for any a g B and any coordinate a of a, a F R. We choose somei i
j ) R. Then there exists a constant C ) 0 such that ; i G j, ; t G 0,
and any a g B,
yi ta t F Ce .Ž .i
Hence, for any e ) 0, ’ t ) 0 such that0
‘ ‘ 1j2 2 y2 i t 2 y2 t 2a t F C e s C e - e , if t G t .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi 0y2 t1 y eisj isj
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Ž k . < jy 1 jy1On the other hand the sequence V t , a , being bounded in R , isRk
 k4precompact. It follows then that for arbitrary sequences a ; B, t p q‘,k
Ž k .k s 1, 2, . . . , the sequence V t , a has a converging subsequence. More-k
Ž .over, using 2 we obtain that any limit point a is such that a s 0, ; i G j,i
and 0 F a F i, ; i F j y 1. To this end it is sufficient to prove that for anyi
jy1 neighborhood O of the set B s a g l ‹ a s 0, ; i G j, 0 F a F i,2 i i
4 Ž .; i F j y 1 , there exists T such that V t, B ; O, ; t G T. Let a s
Ž . Ž .a , a , . . . g B, 1 F i F j y 1. If 0 F a F i then 0 F a t F i, ; t G 0. If1 2 i i
1 yT 1Ž . Ž Ž . .a ) i, then for T e such that 1r 1 q y 1 e - 1 q e , we geti 1 R
i
i F a t F - i 1 q e , ; t G T e .Ž . Ž . Ž .i 11
yt1 q y 1 ež /R
Ž . Ž T2 .Finally, if a - 0, then for T e such that 0 - jRr yR q e - e , wei 2
have
jR
a t F - e , ; t G T e , ;a g B.Ž . Ž .i 2tyR q e
Ž .  4Taking T e s max T , T , t and e small enough, the preceding inequali-1 2 0
Ž .ties imply V t, B ; O, ; t G T.
Let us define the set
 4K s a g l ‹ ’n g N, a s 0, ; i ) n , 0 F a F i , ; i F n .2 i i
Ž .We shall show that K s F, where F s D v B . We have alreadyB g BŽ X .
Ž . Ž .shown that v B ; K, ;B g B X . Hence, F ; K. Let us prove the
inverse inclusion. Let us consider the sequence of bounded sets
n  4B s a g l ‹ a s 0, ; i ) n , 0 F a F i , ; i F n .2 i i
Ž . Ž n. nIt is easy to check using 2 that these sets are invariant, i.e., V t, B s B ,
Ž n. n n ‘ n;n G 1. Therefore v B s B and then B ; F. Since K s D B ,ns1
one deduces that K ; F, as claimed.
This set in not locally compact. Indeed, we take and arbitrary e-neigh-
Ž .borhood of the point 0 s 0, 0, . . . 0, . . . . The sequence
a1 s er2, 0, 0, . . . , a2 s 0, er2, 0, . . . , . . . , an s 0, . . . , 0, er2, 0, . . .Ž . Ž . ž /^ ‘ _
n y 1
does not have a convergent subsequence, so 0 has no compact neighbor-
hood in F. Thus, the set F is not locally compact.
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Remark 3. We can also give an example of a semigroup in l satisfying2
conditions 1 and 2 for which R coincides with the whole space l . It is2
sufficient to replace the functions g withi
¡ 2x y ix , if 0 F x F i ,~ 2g x sŽ . yx y ix , if yi F x F 0,i ¢ < <0, if x G i .
Denote by Z the set of stationary points of V,
Z s u g X ‹ V t , u s u , ; t g G . 4Ž . q
The continuous function L: H ; X “ R is called a Lyapunov function on
Ž Ž .. Ž .H for V if the following property is satisfied: L V t, x - L x if x g
Ž .  Ž . 4H, V t, x g H, t ) 0 and x f Z. The set g s x t , t g G is said to be a
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .complete trajectory of x if x 0 s x and x t q t s V t , x t , ;t g G , ; tq
Ž .g G. For g we shall denote a x s F D x t .Ž .t F 0 t F t
PROPOSITION 1. Let the conditions of Theorem 1 be satisfied. If there
exists a Lyapuno¤ function L: R ; X “ R for V, then R s Z.
Ž . Ž .Proof. We must prove that v B ; Z, ;B g B X . Since R s
D v B , we shall deduce that R ; Z. The converse inclusion isŽ .B g BŽ X .
Ž .evident. Let us take an arbitrary point x g v B . We shall show that
Ž .x g Z. Let g ; v B be a complete trajectory of x, which exists thanks
Ž . Ž . Ž .to the invariance of v B . The sets v x and a x are nonempty and
Ž w x.invariant see 8 . Since V has the Lyapunov function L, we have
Ž . Ž .lim L x s L and lim L x s L . By using the continuity oft “q‘ q t “y‘ y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L we have L y s L , ; y g v x , and L z s L , ;z g a x . From theq y
invariance of these sets and the definition of a Lyapunov function we
Ž . Ž .obtain that v x ; Z and a x ; Z. Let us choose two sequences
 Ž .4  Ž .4x t , x t such thatk k1 2
lim x t s y g v x , lim x t s z g a x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k1 2t “q‘ t “y‘k k1 2
If we suppose that x f Z then z / y, because in this case L - L . They q
semigroup V is continuous with respect to x uniformly in t. Fix e ) 0.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Then there exists a neighborhood O z such that V t, O z ; O zd Že . d Že . e
Ž . Ž .for all t g G . We can find t such that x t g O z . Thenq k k d Že .2 2
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .V t, x t g O z for any t g G . But in this case x t g O z , ; t .k e q k e k2 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .On the other hand, it is clear that x t g O y , ; t ) T e . Obviously,k e k1 1
Ž . Ž .we can choose e ) 0 such that O z l O y s B. This contradictione e
proves that x g Z, as claimed.
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Now we shall consider the connectivity of the global attractor. The
semigroup V is said to be time continuous if G s Rq and for each x g Xq
Ž .the map t ‹ V t, x is continuous.
PROPOSITION 2. Let V: Rq= X “ X be time continuous. Suppose that
the conditions of Theorem 1 hold and that the space X is connected. Then the
attractor R is connected.
w xProof. We shall follow the proof given in 4 for the case of a compact
attractor. Suppose that the attractor R is not connected. Then we can find
two nonempty closed disjoint sets G and G such that G j G s R.1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .Since X is a complete metric space there exist neighborhoods U G , U G1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that U G l U G s B. Clearly, the set U R s U G j U G is1 2 1 2
a neighborhood of R. Let us define the disjoint sets
X s x g X ‹ V t , x g U G , ; t G T x , i s 1, 2. 4Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
If we prove that X j X s X, and that X and X are nonempty open1 2 1 2
sets, then we obtain a contradiction, since we have supposed X to be
connected.
First let us show that X j X s X. Let x g X be arbitrary. There1 2
Ž . Ž .exists T G 0 such that V t, x g U R , ; t G T. Since V is time continuous
Žw . . Ž .the set V T , q‘ , x s D V t, x is connected and then it is eithert G T
Ž . Ž .completely contained in U G or completely contained in U G . Hence,1 2
X s X j X .1 2
Next we shall show that X are nonempty. We prove that B / G ; X ,i i i
i s 1, 2. Since R is pseudo-invariant, using the same argument as before
Žw . .we have that for any x g G , V 0, q‘ , x ; G .i i
Finally, we shall prove that X and X are open sets. Let x g X and B1 2 i
Ž .be a bounded neighborhood of x. There exists T G 0 such that V t, B ;
Ž . Ž .U R , ; t G T. Because the map V T , ? is continuous, there exists a
Ž . Ž .neighborhood U ; B of x such that V T , U belongs entirely to U G .i
Ž . Ž .Arguing as before for each y g U, we get V t, U ; U G , ; t G T. Hencei
U ; X and being x arbitrary, X is open.i i
w xAs is shown in 4 , if the semigroup is not time continuous the attractor
can be disconnected.
3. APPLICATIONS
5 5Let X be a real Banach space endowed with the norm ? . Denote by
Ž 5 5 . ² :X* the dual space to X with the norm ? # and by ? , ? pairing
between X and X*. As usual J: X “ 2 X * denotes the dual mapping
5 5 2 5 5 2 ² :J x s x* g X* ‹ x s x* # s x , x* .Ž .  4
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Let 2 X be the set of all subsets of X. Consider the abstract differential
inclusion
du
g A u t ,Ž .Ž .
dt 3Ž .
u 0 s u ,Ž . 0
Ž . Xwhere A: D A ; X “ 2 is an m-dissipative operator, i.e.,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A1 ;u , u g D A , ; y g A u , y g A u , there exists j g1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . ² :J u y u such that y y y , j F 0.1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .A2 Im I y l A s X, ;l ) 0.
Ž .It is well known that 3 generates a nonlinear semigroup V: R =q
Ž w x.D A “ D A see 2 . Moreover, for any fixed t g R ,Ž . Ž . q
5 5V t , u y V t , ¤ F u y ¤ , ;u , ¤ g D A , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Žw . .and the map u t s V t, u belongs to C 0, ‘ , D A .Ž .0
Ž .It is clear from 4 that V is continuous with respect to the second
argument uniformly in t g R . We shall apply Theorem 1 to prove theq
existence of a locally compact attractor.
Ž .LEMMA 1. Let Z be a nonempty. Then ;B g B D A ,Ž .
qg B g B D A .Ž . Ž .Ž .0
Ž .Proof. From 4 we obtain that for u g Z,
x t y u F x 0 y u F l - ‘, ; t G 0, ; x t g V t , B .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
qŽ . Ž .Hence g B g B D A .Ž .0
THEOREM 2. Let Z be nonempty and let V be compact for some t ) 0.0
Then there exists the minimal global attractor R , which is pseudo-in¤ariant
and locally compact. It is connected if D A is connected and unbounded ifŽ .
the set Z is unbounded.
qŽ . Ž . Ž .Proof. In view of Lemma 1, ;B g B D A , g B g B D A . SinceŽ . Ž .0
V is compact for some t ) 0, it follows from Remark 1 that V is0
asymptotically compact. The statement of the theorem follows then from
Theorem 1 and Proposition 2. It is clear that if Z is unbounded then R is
unbounded as well, because Z ; R.
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A reaction]diffusion equation. Let V ; R n be a bounded open domain
with smooth boundary › V. Consider now the reaction]diffusion inclusion
du
y Du q f u 2 0, on 0, ‘ = VŽ . Ž .
dt
<u s 0, 5Ž .› V
<u s u ,ts0 0
Ž . R Ž .where f : D f ; R “ 2 is a multivalued map such that 0 g D f . Let l1
1Ž . Ž .be the first eigenvalue of yD in H V . Assume that ; y g f s ,0 1 1
Ž .y g f s ,2 2
y y y G yl s y s , if s ) s , 6Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2 1 2
and that it is maximal with respect to this property.
Ž .Let H be a Hilbert space with the scalar product ?, ? . We recall that
Ž . H Ž .the map A: D A ; H “ 2 is called monotone if ;u , u g D A ,1 2
Ž . Ž .; y g A u , y g A u ,1 1 2 2
y y y , u y u G 0.Ž .1 2 1 2
It is said to be maximal monotone if its graph is not contained in the graph
of another monotone map. The map A is maximal monotone if and only if
w xyA is m-dissipative 2 .
Ž . L2ŽV .We shall prove first that the multivalued operator A: D A “ 2
defined by
A u s y g L V ‹ y x g yDu x q f u x , a.e. on V , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
D AŽ .
s u g H 2 V l H 1 V ‹ ’ y g L V , y xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 2
g f u x , a.e. x g VŽ . 4Ž
Ž . Ž .is maximal monotone. Using 6 we obtain that for any u , u g D A and1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..any y , y g L V , y x g f u x , y x g f u x , a.e. on V,1 2 2 1 1 2 2
yD u y u q y y y , u y uŽ .Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
5 5 2G l u y u q y x y y x u x y u x dx G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L ŽV . H1 1 2 1 2 1 22
V
Ž . Ž .Therefore, A is monotone. Since the map B u s A u q l u is maximal1
Ž w x.monotone see 2 , it follows that A is also maximal monotone. We obtain
the semigroup V: R = D A “ D A , whereŽ . Ž .q
D A s u g L V ‹ u x g D f , a.e. x g V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 42
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Ž .On the other hand, we shall show that the semigroup V t, ? is compact
for any t ) 0.
Ž . Ž .It is clear that under the above conditions g s s f s q l s is a1
maximal monotone map. Then there exists a proper convex lower semicon-
x xtinuous map j: R “ y ‘, q‘ such that g s › j, where › j is the subdif-
w xferential of j 2, p. 60 .
Ž . x x Ž .Let us determine the function w : D w ; H “ y ‘, q‘ , H s L V ,2
21 H =u x dx q H j u x dx , if u g D w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .V V2w u sŽ . ½ q‘, otherwise,
Ž .  1Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž w x.where D w s u g H V , j u g L V . It is well known see 2, p. 880 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..that for any u g D ›w , y g ›w u iff y x g yDu x q g u x a.e. on
Ž . Ž .V, where y ? g L V . Moreover,2
D A s D ›w s u g H 2 V l H 1 V ‹ ’¤ g L VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 2
such that ¤ x g g u x a.e. on V ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž .
D w s D ›w s u g L V ‹ u x g D g a.e. on V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 42
Ž .Then inclusion 5 is equivalent to
du
q ›w u t 2 l u t ,Ž . Ž .Ž . 1dt
u 0 s u . 7Ž . Ž .0
Ž .It is well known that the semigroup generated by 7 is compact as soon as
the level sets
5 5B s u g L V ‹ u F C , w u F C 4Ž . Ž .C 2
Ž . Ž w x. Ž .are compact in L V for any C ) 0 see 7, p. 1398 . The function w u2
Ž .satisfies in this case this property. Indeed, since the function j u is
Ž w x.bounded from below by an affine function see 2, p. 51 , and the norms
5 5 1 5 5u and =u are equivalent, for any u g B we haveH ŽV . L ŽV . C0 2
1 2
C G w u G g q ¤u x dx q =u x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H2V V
1 a2 2 225 5 5 5 5 5G a =u q u q m V g y ¤ m V y u ,Ž . Ž .L ŽV . L ŽV . L ŽV .Ž .2 2 22a 2
Ž .where g , ¤ g R and m V is the Lebesgue measure of V. The preceding
1Ž .inequality implies that B is bounded in H V . Finally, we use that theC 0
1Ž . Ž .embedding H V ; L V is compact.0 2
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Ž .THEOREM 3. Let 0 g f 0 . Then the semigroup V has the global attractor
R , which is pseudo-in¤ariant and locally compact. It is connected if D f s R.Ž .
Ž .Proof. Obviously, the function u x ’ 0 is a fixed point of V, so the set
Ž .of stationary points Z is nonempty. If D f s R, then D A s L V .Ž . Ž . 2
The existence of the global attractor and its properties follow from
Theorem 2.
Ž .Remark 4. We note that if, for example, f s s yl s, then Z is the1
linear subspace generated by the eigenfunctions corresponding to l . In1
this case the global attractor is unbounded.
Remark 5. We note that we have removed the usual dissipative condi-
Ž w x.tion that provides the existence of a compact attractor see 1 but we
must impose a stronger monotonicity condition.
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